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a b s t r a c t

A better integration of preliminary product design and project management processes at early steps of

system design is nowadays a key industrial issue. Therefore, the aim is to make firms evolve from

classical sequential approach (first product design the project design and management) to new

integrated approaches. In this paper, a model for integrated product/project optimization is first

proposed which allows taking into account simultaneously decisions coming from the product and

project managers. However, the resulting model has an important underlying complexity, and a multi-

objective optimization technique is required to provide managers with appropriate scenarios in a

reasonable amount of time. The proposed approach is based on an original evolutionary algorithm

called evolutionary algorithm oriented by knowledge (EAOK). This algorithm is based on the interaction

between an adapted evolutionary algorithm and a model of knowledge (MoK) used for giving relevant

orientations during the search process. The evolutionary operators of the EA are modified in order to

take into account these orientations. The MoK is based on the Bayesian Network formalism and is built

both from expert knowledge and from individuals generated by the EA. A learning process permits to

update probabilities of the BN from a set of selected individuals. At each cycle of the EA, probabilities

contained into the MoK are used to give some bias to the new evolutionary operators. This method

ensures both a faster and effective optimization, but it also provides the decision maker with a graphic

and interactive model of knowledge linked to the studied project. An experimental platform has been

developed to experiment the algorithm and a large campaign of tests permits to compare different

strategies as well as the benefits of this novel approach in comparison with a classical EA.

& 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Many companies, in order to meet the requirements of their
clients and to provide them with adequate products, implement
two key processes:

– the ‘‘product design’’ process, which aims at defining precisely
the components and the structure of the product,

– the ‘‘project design’’ process which aims at specifying
how the product will be realized (sequence of tasks, used
resourcesy).

These two processes are often implemented sequentially: first
the product is designed then the realization project is elaborated.

For example, when a client wants to build a house, the architect
designs at first a plan of the house, then the corresponding
realization project is developed and launched. Since the project
constraints (for example resources availability) are not explicitly
taken into account in the product design, this can lead to
additional iterations between ‘‘product design’’ and ‘‘project
design’’ processes. A better integration (or coupling) of both
processes is therefore a way to improve the global performance of
companies.

An in-depth study of several mechanisms that can facilitate
this integration has been launched in a project called ATLAS,
funded by the French National Research Agency and involving
academic laboratories, industrialists and the competitiveness
cluster Aerospace Valley. The work presented in this paper takes
place in the context of the ATLAS project.

In this section, a simplified product/project integration model
is proposed. Indeed, in both environments (product and project),
design processes are generally achieved according to a
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hierarchical decomposition (see Fig. 1) in order to encompass
complexity:

– products are recursively decomposed into smaller sub-products
(‘‘AND’’ connectors), e.g. product P1 is made of P11 and P12,

– accordingly, projects are recursively decomposed into sub-
projects: in order to realize P1 one has to realize P11, to realize
P12 and to assemble P11 and P12,

– alternatives (‘‘XOR’’ connectors) can be defined in products
(e.g. choice between components P11 is composed of P011 XOR
P
00

12) and in projects (e.g. choice between sub-contractors R07
XOR R

00

7 to achieve task T7).

Definition 1. an integrated model, called project graph, is used
in order to represent simultaneously the links between the product
and project hierarchies. This model consists in an oriented graph
without cycles in which nodes are: tasks of the project, ‘‘AND’’
connectors and ‘‘XOR’’ connectors. The oriented arcs represent the
precedence constraints between tasks. Fig. 2 represents such a
model for the example of decomposition given in Fig. 1. Such a
graph permits to capitalize that is called ‘‘structural knowledge’’ in
the rest of the article. It concerns XOR nodes that correspond to the
possible choices of products’ structure. Making a product choice
corresponding to a XOR node imply to inhibit a set of downstream
connected nodes. Those product XOR are represented by a circular
node whereas project XOR, which do not involve inhibition of other
XOR node, are represented by dotted circle.

Definition 2. a scenario corresponds to a graph in which all the
choices are made (i.e. with no more XOR nodes). An example of
scenario, corresponding to the model in Fig. 2, is illustrated in
Fig. 3.

1.1. Mathematical description of the addressed problem:

The problem addressed in this paper consists in searching an
optimal scenario among all the possible ones within the simple
directed graph project. The project graph G=(a, b) is defined by:

a={ak}, the set of all nodes,
b={bij}, the set of directed edges between the node ai and the
node aj with 9b9 the total number of edges.

The following subsets permit to formalize the problem defining
the three different node types (XOR, AND, Task):

T={ap/ap is a task node, apAa} is the subset of task nodes with
9T9 the total number of task nodes,
XOR={aq/aq is a XOR node, aqAa} is the subset of XOR nodes
with 9XOR9 the total number of XOR nodes,
AND={ar/ar is an AND node, arAa} is the subset of AND nodes
with 9AND9 the total number of AND nodes.

Let X, the vector of discrete variables (decision variables)
corresponding to XOR nodes

X ¼ fxi=aiAXORg ð1Þ

Let Dxi, the domain of the variable xi defined by the vector of
identifiers of the direct successor nodes of the XOR node i.

Dxi ¼ fj=ajAa;bijAb; aiAXORg ð2Þ

A decision associated to a XOR node ak that participates to a
scenario s corresponds to the instantiation of the variable xk and is
defined by

xs
k ¼ j with jADxk ð3Þ
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Fig. 1. Example of product/project decomposition.
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Fig. 2. Example of integrated model: the project graph.
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